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Equity Markets 

• Key U.S. stock indexes fell for a second week as the Treasury yield curve flattened further, 
raising concerns about future economic growth. 

 11/10 Close 11/17 Close Change 
Dow Jones 23,422 23,358 Down 0.3% 
S&P 500 2,583 2,579 Down 0.2% 
NASDAQ 6,751 6,783 Up 0.5% 
KBW Bank Index 97.59 99.18 Up 1.6% 
    

Financials 

• Regulators closed no additional banks last week, leaving year-to-date closures at seven. 

Credit Markets  

• U.S. Treasury yields continued their “bull flattening” last week, with short-term yields 
rising and intermediate- and long-term yields falling. 

 11/10 Close 11/17 Close Change 
3 month Tsy 1.22% 1.26% Up 4 bps 
2 year Tsy 1.66% 1.72% Up 6 bps 
5 year Tsy 2.06% 2.06% Unchanged 
10 year Tsy 2.40% 2.34% Down 6 bps 
    

• The California Public Employees’ Retirement System, the largest U.S. pension fund, is 
considering more than doubling its bond allocation to reduce risk and volatility as the 
stock bull market approaches nine years. 

Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

• More transparent communication of monetary policy intentions is effective and probably 
here to stay, according to four of the world’s most-powerful central bankers attending a 
meeting in Frankfurt sponsored by the European Central Bank. 

• Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco President John Williams said that negative rates are 
a possible, though not preferred, crisis-fighting tool, speaking in an audience question-
and-answer session in San Francisco. 
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Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress (continued) 

• Hours after House Republicans jubilantly passed their tax bill, their colleagues on the 
Senate Finance Committee approved a far different version -- one that postpones difficult 
questions as lawmakers rush to refashion much of the U.S. economy on a tight timeline; 
the Senate plan’s most pronounced differences from the House bill include provisions to 
delay a corporate tax-rate cut by one year and to make various individual tax breaks 
expire by 2026. 

Economy 

• A 1.3% surge in U.S. factory production last month matched the largest gain since 2010 as 
output at oil refineries and petrochemical plants returned to normal operations following 
Hurricane Harvey. 

• U.S. consumer inflation excluding food and fuel accelerated on an annual basis for the 
first time since January, a pickup that will be welcomed by Federal Reserve officials 
debating the pace of interest-rate increases. 

• U.S. retail sales increased 0.2% last month after a larger September advance than 
previously estimated, indicating resilient demand heading into the holiday season. 

• U.S. wholesale prices advanced by a more-than-forecasted 0.4% in October, boosted by 
higher margins at fuel retailers; compared with a year earlier, producer prices rose the 
most in more than five years. 

• The monthly U.S. budget deficit increased by more than a third in October, highlighting 
concerns about proposed tax cuts that could further expand the fiscal gap; the deficit 
climbed to $63.2 billion last month from $45.8 billion a year earlier, according to a 
Treasury Department statement released last week. 

• U.S. new-home construction rebounded 13.7% in October to the fastest pace in a year, 
partly reflecting recovery efforts in the hurricane-stricken South, government figures 
showed last week; a pickup in permit applications for one-family dwellings indicates 
building will remain firm in coming months. 

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include the index leading economic indicators 
and durable goods orders. 
 

Quote 

“Every exit is an entry somewhere else.”  

- - Tom Stoppard 
 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 
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